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SUMMARY

1.1 BACKGROUND

The trend of owning something unique, stylish & limited 
edition is on the rise. All this is driven by the desire to 
stand out from the crowd, demonstrate your uniqueness 
and express yourself creatively. What better way to 
express your creativity & individuality than FASHION?
Traditionally fashion has been the key way to express your 
individuality and create your identity in the world. As we 
live more and more digitally, our wardrobes will also need 
an upgrade in the form of Digital Wearables.  

This gave rise to UNSTITCHED- A Creator’s Platform 
for Fashion Enthusiasts & Artists across the globe that 
enables them to Create 3D Fashion items & virtual stores 
with the help of our custom wearable builder. These digi-
tal wearable items can then be minted & traded as NFT’s 

or rented out for custom-fitted photos thereby creating active & passive revenue streams for all co-creators. We 
are helping in building Digital Fashion Wardrobes where one will be able to express their identities without the 
limitations of physicality. 

We are here to Digitize Fashion & make you Fashion ready for the Social Digital World that is sustainable, size 
inclusive & gender fluid

Purpose of this Paper

This paper provides a high-level overview of The Unstitched Platform, a blockchain based digital fashion 
platform where anybody can create, trade and wear fashion in the metaverse as well as dress digitally for social 
media. This is not intended to be a deep technical white paper, but an introduction to The Unstitched vision 
and a call to action to all collaborators and believers in the digital fashion economy.



1.2 WHAT IS DIGITAL  
      CLOTHING?

Digital clothing isn’t made of fabric or anything tangible. 
The digital garments are made from pixels rather than 
textiles,by harnessing 2D garment pattern-cutting 
software and 3D design software along with using film 
rendering tools to create its signature hyper-real look of 
digital clothing.

So you’ll never wear an item of digital clothing in real life. 
Virtual clothing is unshackled by physical restraints of 
practicality, textile construction, color or speed of 
production. 

Virtual clothes, to be ‘worn’ only on screens, will shape our perception of dressing up in the future—bringing 
together fashion, sustainability and cutting edge innovation



1.3 HOW CAN YOU 
      WEAR DIGITAL 
      CLOTHING?

There’s no way back — we are entering a new Fashion 
Paradigm.

Just like you shop for physical items, you can now 
browse through an online collection of digital clothes 
and accessories. Once you like an outfit, you can 
either:

     Buy a Custom-fitted photo of yourself wearing the 
garment. A team of 3D designers will digitally fit the item 
of the clothing on your image using 3D technology. You 

can use the  edited image to post on Social Media platforms like Instagram,  Facebook, Linkedin, as well as for 
marketing photoshoots, brand launch campaigns, optimizing the influencer marketing campaigns and attract-
ing new audiences. 

     Purchase 3D assets of the garments as a NFT which can be ported directly into the Metaverse, used for 
dressing up Games Avatars, participating in Virtual events, Virtual Meets or can simply be purchased as collect-
ibles that can be further used for trading on the Ustitched platform or other NFT platforms.



The rise of Fast Fashion and the constant need for upping your fashion game in the Social & Digital World has 
contributed  more to climate change than the annual emissions of air and sea travel combined.

If trends continue, it could account for a quarter of the world’s carbon budget by 2050.
Due to the environmental impact of fast fashion it is necessary to find more sustainable practices and digital 
clothing serves as a solution for a more eco friendly environment

3. Limitless Self Expression 
Fashion is the primary means through which we can express ourselves in a social context and digital fashion 
allows us to do so with fewer restrictions; freeing the individual from the social and physical constraints of the 
real world

Digital fashion has no creative boundaries. You can now express yourself by wearing the most incredible, unre-
alistic, futuristic fabrics, colors & textures

4. Size Inclusive
One size fits all!. Digital clothes fit all sizes making them sustainable as well as Size Inclusive resulting in reduc-
ing the clothing waste crisis taking place due erratic sizing. 

There is Unlimited scalability with Digital Fashion.  You could make 1 million editions of a garment at no addi-
tional cost.

Digital Garments are also Immortal ! Digital clothing will survive as long as you want it to.

1.4: WHY IS DIGITAL CLOTHING 
       THE FUTURE?

1. Digital clothing is eco-friendly unlike the traditional fashion industry

With a production cycle rooted in sustainable ideology, the digital clothing industry converts factories into a 
single device. Digital Fashion replaces Supply chains with block chains, retail outlets and transportation with 
e-commerce and online interactions. This eliminates some of the biggest culprits in the industry when it 
comes to environmental pollution and human rights. 

2. Digital clothing solves the need for people 
who require an “outfit of the day”

A research by Barclays Bank, shows that in some countries, up to 9% of customers purchase new clothes only 
to post pictures in fashionable garments for social media. A huge chunk of clothing serves only for virtual and 
visual representation.

Most people don't want to be seen in the same outfit too often. A quick search of the popular Instagram 
hashtag #ootd reveals more than 350 million posts. Many of the designer outfits cost thousands of dollars and 
will only be worn once, just to get that exclusive social media post, before they’re cast into the back of the ward-
robe. 
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1.5 USES OF DIGITAL FASHION

Times have changed. Our digital appearance matters. 

In a survey by Squarespace and The Harris Poll, out of 2000 GenZ and millennials; 60% of the former and 
62% of the latter believe that taking care in presenting yourself online is more important than how you do so 
offline.  

From sharing your daily life on Instagram to putting your best foot forward on LinkedIn, Digital fashion helps 
in projecting your unique identity in a way never imagined before. 

It is now time to build your virtual closet as the time we spend digitally has grown multifold. Some of the uses 
of digital fashion have been highlighted below:

Social Media Photos | Video Streams | Dating App Photos
Video Calls/ Virtual Meetings | Gaming Skins | Avatars | Future 

Metaverse Uses Like Virtual Concerts |Virtual Parties & Other 
Networking Events | Nft Collectible That Can Be Traded





1.5 DIGITAL 
FASHION NFT’S AND 
METAVERSE USE
An exciting time for all fashion enthusiasts as they can 
now buy, trade and sell fashion NFTs.  These virtual fash-
ion NFT’s distinguish themselves from physical fashion by 
sheer integration of blockchain, crypto trading and virtual 
assets.Perhaps the most important development in digi-
tal fashion is the use of NFTs to register items on the 
blockchain. This brings real value to digital work by 
embedding provenance and proof of scarcity within the 
asset itself. The emergence of NFTs as the delivery 
method for digital fashion has established the framework 
for collecting and wearing fashion in the metaverse.

 With Transparent and Decentralized ownership within the metaversal context, digital clothing will create 
economic and sentimental value as users will be able to invest in fashion items designed and worn by their 
favorite creators, designers and artists around the world not bound by any cultural or economic boundaries . 
Digital fashion NFT’s  pave the way for being a part of a premium community of a brand or creator you love, 
getting exclusive online and offline benefits as well as owning digital versions of luxury designer wear at much 
more affordable prices.

With the rise of game streaming platforms like Roblox & Fortnite, there has been a significant growth in users 
wanting to maintain a certain virtual identity & millions of people have been spending actual real money on 
buying In-game skins to enhance the visual appeal of their digital avatars. With the rise of digital fashion, fashion 
brands and designers have started taking a keen interest in this upcoming market segment which is ready to 
shell out money for the element of uniqueness to their virtual avatars. The market for virtual goods has grown 
into a $190 billion market and the major contribution is by the popular character skins. 

As digital fashion gains mass adoption, we will also see new use cases emerging—gamers will sell the garments 
they were wearing when they won an E-sports championship, Digital Fashion Designers & Digital Stylists will 
dress celebrities in custom outfits for metaverse events and will give rise to digital only fashion influencers 
establishing a whole new fashion economy of its own.

Brands can attract more eyeballs and create relevant awareness through digital fashion campaigns thereby 
increasing their reach and communities and forming a stronger relationship with their consumers and loyalists 
across the globe.

Social awareness campaigns can be held in unity across the globe simply by wear for cause initiative thereby 
forming strong bonds, communities across the planet. Digital fashion has the power to bind humans together 
and eliminate discrimination by state, region, colour, religion etc. 
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THE UNSTITCHED 
NFT PLATFORM

2.1 OUR VISION

To create an immersive fashion multiverse by uniting 
Fashion Enthusiasts, Brands, Artists & Individuals in creat-
ing sustainable, size inclusive & gender fluid Digital Wear-
ables.

To provide easy to use tools & services for Creating & 
Promoting Digital Fashion where all participants can 
profit from their trade & craft. 

Together we will build the largest and most exquisite 
Meta closet one step at a time. 



2.2 PLATFORM 
OVERVIEW

UNSTITCHED is a Creator Marketplace for Digital 
Fashion with easy to use tools & services where 
anybody can become a Fashion Designer and launch 
their collection of Digital Fashion. We are here to create a 
new generation of Fashionprenuers and generate addi-
tional revenue streams through Digital Fashion

Our platform is built to help aspiring Creators, Digital 
Fashion lovers, established designers, Influencers and 
Brands to launch their Digital Fashion labels with 
ease. 

We are your Digital Fashion Assistant! From conceiving 
your NFT Digital Fashion collection to designing 3D assets, promoting your garments through our “Try on” AR 
filters and launching your NFT collection on the blockchain, Unstitched has you covered.

The UNSTITCHED Custom Wearable Builder is a multi-functional and powerful tool for creating your own, orig-
inal Digital clothing and accessory designs. Any individual on the UNSTITCHED platform, regardless of their 
profession or skillset can easily create their very own Wearable NFT or/Digital Fashion Store with simple drag & 
drop features.  
Think of us as a Digital Fashion House where we assist Creators & Brands through their journey of Creating, 
Minting, Marketing & Promoting their Digital Fashion NFT’s.  



2.3 PRODUCTS & 
SOLUTIONS

The Unstitched Digital Fashion House consists of  four 
products that together provide a comprehensive experi-
ence for creators and fashion enthusiasts to launch their 
Fashion NFT Collection The four main products are:

2.3.1
Unstitched

Studio

2.3.2
Custom Wearable 

Builder

2.3.3
Platform to Rent 
& Wear Digital 

Fashion

2.3.4
NFT Marketplace 
to Trade Fashion 

NFT’s

NFT



2.3.1 UNSTITCHED 
STUDIO

We are your Digital Fashion Assistant! From conceiving 
your NFT Digital Fashion collection to designing 3D 
assets, promoting your garments through our “Try on” AR 
filters and launching your NFT collection on the block-
chain, Unstitched has you covered.

Our Studio has been built to empower & support driven 
Fashionprenuer’s & brands looking to enter the Fashion 
NFT Multiverse. 

Core of Unstitched Studio lies in working with creators, 
designers & brands & helping them harness the power of 
the new emerging economy of Digital Fashion by provid-
ing end-to-end services to make their vision become a 
reality. 

We are a full service Studio with a team of Experienced 3D Artists, Fashion consultants, AR Lens Developers 
& Blockchain experts that walk side-by-side with you in your Fashion NFT journey.



2.3.2 CUSTOM- 
WEARABLE 
BUILDER
The UNSTITCHED Custom Wearable Builder is a 
multi-functional and powerful tool for creating your own, 
original Digital clothing and accessory designs.

Any individual on the UNSTITCHED platform, regard-
less of their profession or skillset can easily create their 
very own Wearable NFT or/and Fashion Store with 
simple drag & drop features.  

Users can combine different raw assets, materials, silhou-
ettes, patterns, fabrics, trims & create exclusive designs of 
T-shirts, sweatshirts, dresses, hats, hoodies,  jackets, 
Footwear, Jewelry, Headgears and many more wearable 

products. You can also upload your own text,  logo, an artwork, meme or a slogan and customize your own 
unique wearable and list it on the NFT marketplace for Sale or Rent it on the Unstitched Platform to earn 
revenue.



2.3.3 PLATFORM 
TO RENT & WEAR 
DIGITAL FASHION
The aim of Unstitched platform is to let the Creators & 
Owners of Digital Fashion items earn passive income by 
Renting out their items to users by providing custom-fit-
ted photos of the users in that particular garment or 
accessory.

Renting of Digital Fashion Items is particularly targeted 
to people who are looking at creating constant fashion 
content for Social Media, Profile pictures for Instagram, 
Twitter, Linkedin, Portfolio Shoots, Magazine & Publica-
tion shoots, Pre- wedding shoots and many more use 
cases in which these garments are required only for a 
particular requirement.

Due to the environmental impact of fast fashion, Renting a piece of Digital clothing serves as a sustainable & 
eco-friendly solution for  people who require an “outfit of the day” or an “outfit for a photoshoot”. It also solves 
the need to market a particular product or outfit at scale. By just creating a single 3D Design of a garment, you 
can dress thousands of customers just with technology tools. 

Unstitched will also provide “Try-on” AR Filters where Users can try the digital garments in real time and 
experiment with AR in their own environment.

When a particular Fashion item is rented on the  platform for a custom-fitted photo, the revenue split 
between the Current Owner of the Item & Unstitched Platform is 30%- 70% in that order.



UTILITIES: Utility NFTs or NFTs 2.0 are the future, based on user demand, and offer a broader range of 
practical NFT applications. The value of utility NFTs’ lies not only in their originality but also in the perks that 
come with them.
 
On the purchase of each NFT, the platform will enable each creator to customize the kind of Utilities they 
want to offer to the buyers. They can grant access to exclusive experiences, early access to products, airdrops, 
physical versions of their product or exclusive invites to pre-view events, in-game utilities and much more.

2.3.4 NFT 
MARKETPLACE TO 
TRADE FASHION 
NFT’S
Unstitched is a Digital only Sustainable Fashion House 
building a Web3 Marketplace for  trading & wearing  
digital fashion items. We provide fashion enthusiasts a 
way to monetize their skills and earn real money by 
selling virtual garments that do not exist physically. 

Think of us as a Sustainable, Size Inclusive & Gender 
fluid decentralized NFT Fashion Platform which allows 
users to dress digitally & create their own Meta Closet

TRADE: This is your Fashion Gala. An open NFT marketplace where all digital wearable creations are 
minted & traded. Creators become entrepreneurs. They can have their own fashion store, run events and 
engage with their own community of fans, while retaining authorship royalty for life. These items can be 
bought & sold on the marketplace as well as traded in the secondary market. 

Some new professions that will come to life will be Professional Digital Buyers who can curate wardrobes, 
and re-sell them under their store. Other prominent professions include Digital Stylists & Digital Fashion 
Influencers who can curate fashion looks and organize experiences for their own selected audience.

WEAR: When buying a fashion piece, the owner will be able to wear it in AR, receive a custom-fitted photo 
with the purchased fashion item and also port it for different spaces in the Metaverse. UNSTITCHED will 
continue to grow our utility partnerships to enable one to port their digital fashion NFT’s to any metaverse.
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Easy Publishing
2-click pre-minting

$0 Minting Fees
for Creators

Lazy Minting
Mint once sold or on-demand

Customisable Royalties
for 1st and future sales

Utility NFT’s
Customize perks for your community



NFT MARKETPLACE 
REVENUE SHARE 
STRUCTURE
Unstitched’s web 3.0-based marketplace allows users to 
create, upload, publish, and sell their minted Fashion 
NFTs. The marketplace will use smart contracts for all 
transactions run on the blockchain, so they are stored on 
a public database and cannot be changed. 

01  LISTING: - Unstitched is a Creators only platform and Listings for all Digital wearables is presently 
free for all individuals.

02  SALE OF NFT: - On Sale an NFT on the Unstitched Platform, the platform fee is 20% of Sale 
Value. The Creator of the NFT gets 80% from sale of his NFT’s.

03  RE- SALE OF NFT: On re-sale of an NFT on the Unstitched Platform, the collector needs to pay 
a Platform fee that is 15% of Sale Value and the original creator/owner of the NFT gets a Royalty fee of 5% of 
the Sale Value. The collector gets 80% of the revenue share from Sale.

04  RENT FROM NFT: When a particular Fashion item is rented on the  platform for a custom-fitted 
photo, the revenue split between the Current Owner of the Item & Unstitched Platform is 30%- 70% in that 
order.



BUYING AN NFT 

When a user Buys an NFT, 
they get complete ownership 
for all the 3D assets of that 
particular digital item. They 
can either hold this NFT, 
Trade it on the Marketplace 
for a higher price or Rent it 
out on the platform for other 
users to buy a custom-fitted 
photo of the garment.

The Buyer of the NFT gets all 
3D assets, AR files, A Custom 
Fitted Photo & any other 
offline reward associated 
with that NFT or port it for 
Metaverse Use. 
 

RENTING AN NFT

When a user is Renting an 
NFT, they only get a Cus-
tom-Fitted photo of them-
selves in that particular gar-
ment. 

They do not get any kind of 
ownership in the NFT or any 
kind of rewards associated 
with it and neither can they 
port it for Metaverse use. 

The Rent received from the 
NFT is shared between the 
Owner of the NFT & the Plat-
form. This adds as a passive 
income source for the owner 
of the NFT.



CREATOR
 80%

PLATFORM
20%

CREATOR

SELL

BUYER

3D ASSETS | AR FILES  
A CUSTOM FITTED PHOTO
OFFLINE REWARD OR 
METAVERSE UTILITY

CREATOR
30%

PLATFORM
70%

RENT
RENTEE

A CUSTOM FITTED PHOTO 
OF THE GARMENT

BUYER
 80%

PLATFORM 15%

BUYER

RE-
SELL

CREATOR
30%

PLATFORM
70%

RENT

CREATOR 5%

REVENUE SHARE STRUCTURE



2.4 WHO IS THIS PLATFORM FOR?

BRANDS

Brands looking to launch a 
Digital Wearable or a Mer-
chandise NFT Collection to 
increase awareness through 
3D assets & Try-On AR 
Filters

FASHION 
DESIGNERS

Designers looking to offer a 
Digital version of their physi-
cal wearables so consumers 
can try a virtual look for a 
fraction of a cost

3D 
ARTISTS

Designers looking to offer a 
Digital version of their physi-
cal wearables so consumers 
can try a virtual look for a 
fraction of a cost

INFLUENCERS

Influencers looking to launch 
their own limited edition NFT 
merchandise collection & 
engage with their fans

ILLUSTRATORS/
ARTISTS

ILLUSTRATORS/ ARTISTS 
looking to monetize their Art 
in the form of Digital wear-
ables

FASHION
ENTHUSIASTS

Any Individual looking to 
explore their creative side 
and creating a Digital Fash-
ion Collection

 A wide variety of audiences will enjoy the UNSTITCHED platform and marketplace.



To unite Fashion Enthusiasts & create an immersive Fashion economy, Unstitched Genesis NFTs collection will 
play a major role in the Unstitched ecosystem.  

On purchasing an Unstitched Genesis NFT, the Owner will get access to:

 Premium membership of the DAO with exclusive voting rights for platform development

 Access to “Community wallet” that provides voting access to the “Unstitched Dreams Fund” in which the   
       NFT holders will be part of decision making for :
  Periodic Bonuses: Bonuses will be provided to all NFT holders from all sales that take place on  
  the Unstitched platform
  A “Green fund’ to support more sustainable activities in the fashion industry that create a posi 
  tive environmental and social impact. 
  A “UFashion” Fund that will provide sponsorship for deserving fashion enthusiasts for honing  
  their skills in the Digital Fashion industry
  (We believe in giving back from Day 1. 5 % revenue from all sales generated on the Unstitched  
  platform will be dedicated to the “Unstitched Dreams Fund”)

 Priority Access to pre-sales of NFT collections launched by Unstitched and its partnerships with influ 
 encers and brands. 

 Exclusive deals and discounted commissions for Store owners holding the Unstitched Genesis NFTs

 Access to our private social channels & Members only digital events & digital fashion shows

 Exclusive discounts on in-app premium assets 

 License to use, display and resell the art of your purchased NFTs.

 Periodic Air-Drops from select NFT artist

UNSTITCHED GENESIS NFT 
COLLECTION FOR ENTRY TO 

DAO & PLATFORM DEVELOPMENT



TECHNOLOGY 
6)  Renting: Renting is done entirely on a centralized database. Users send a record that they are interest-
ed in renting a particular NFT and upload a photo on which they would like to morph the garment NFT. User 
then proceeds to pay via centralized payment gateway and upon successful transaction, the artist gets the 
request to retouch the photo and send it back to the user.

7) Smart contracts: A creation of NFT is developed according to the following standards: ERC-721 - stan-
dard for single tokens ERC-1155 - standard for series of tokens (collections and multiplies)

8) Frontend: Wallet’s integration to the platform is implemented via Metamask. ̀ Web3Modal` library is used 
for connecting to Metamask and `ipfs-http-client` – a javascript package is used for uploading and managing 
NFTs on IPFS.

9) Backend: Our backend for the platform is necessary only for storing users’ data and their parameters. 
Back-end also processes data of NFT coming from IPFS like events, tech info, history, etc.
To unite Fashion Enthusiasts & create an immersive Fashion economy, Unstitched Genesis NFTs collection will 
play a major role in the Unstitched ecosystem.  

4.1 NFT’S:

1)  Minting: All NFTs are created and uploaded to the IPFS storage and secured by blockchain. All users can 
create their NFTs and mint tokens by connecting their wallet. We follow the Lazy Minting process where artists 
can list an NFT to sell. Once listed it is stored in a centralized database until someone actually buys it. Once a 
user actually purchases an NFT, the system creates an immutable token on a Blockchain. This way we allow 
creators to save on Gas Fees at the time of listing.

2)  Listing: When NFT is minted it does not mean that it is ready for sale. Minted NFT is visible only for their 
authors but not for buyers or other interested parties. After an owner of NFT lists it, it becomes available for 
sale. 

3)  Gas Fees: Each time you execute the contracts on the Ethereum blockchain or its sidechains (like Poly-
gon), and Layer 2s, you pay the miners that own the computer hardware doing that computation. That means 
that each transaction is charged. The transaction name is the Gas Fee. The amount of Gas depends on miners' 
workload and is not regulated by the platform.

4)  Authorization: The authorization in the system is made by a wallet address or email address. The 
system allows users to visit certain pages only after passing the required authentication. For example, to Rent 
an NFT on the platform, users must provide their email address, and to Buy and Create NFTs, users must 
connect their wallet. Managing NFTs and collection of NFTs is only allowed to the user who created them.
5)  Storing user data: All users regardless of their roles are stored in the database on the platform. All 
data about a user is filled by himself whenever he wants to do this. However, minting tokens (for creators) or 
purchasing NFTs (for collectors) becomes available after filling out necessary details about them. The IPFS 
network is used for storing and sharing NFTs in a distributed file system.



6)  Renting: Renting is done entirely on a centralized database. Users send a record that they are interest-
ed in renting a particular NFT and upload a photo on which they would like to morph the garment NFT. User 
then proceeds to pay via centralized payment gateway and upon successful transaction, the artist gets the 
request to retouch the photo and send it back to the user.

7) Smart contracts: A creation of NFT is developed according to the following standards: ERC-721 - stan-
dard for single tokens ERC-1155 - standard for series of tokens (collections and multiplies)

8) Frontend: Wallet’s integration to the platform is implemented via Metamask. ̀ Web3Modal` library is used 
for connecting to Metamask and `ipfs-http-client` – a javascript package is used for uploading and managing 
NFTs on IPFS.

9) Backend: Our backend for the platform is necessary only for storing users’ data and their parameters. 
Back-end also processes data of NFT coming from IPFS like events, tech info, history, etc.
To unite Fashion Enthusiasts & create an immersive Fashion economy, Unstitched Genesis NFTs collection will 
play a major role in the Unstitched ecosystem.  

4.1 NFT’S:

1)  Minting: All NFTs are created and uploaded to the IPFS storage and secured by blockchain. All users can 
create their NFTs and mint tokens by connecting their wallet. We follow the Lazy Minting process where artists 
can list an NFT to sell. Once listed it is stored in a centralized database until someone actually buys it. Once a 
user actually purchases an NFT, the system creates an immutable token on a Blockchain. This way we allow 
creators to save on Gas Fees at the time of listing.

2)  Listing: When NFT is minted it does not mean that it is ready for sale. Minted NFT is visible only for their 
authors but not for buyers or other interested parties. After an owner of NFT lists it, it becomes available for 
sale. 

3)  Gas Fees: Each time you execute the contracts on the Ethereum blockchain or its sidechains (like Poly-
gon), and Layer 2s, you pay the miners that own the computer hardware doing that computation. That means 
that each transaction is charged. The transaction name is the Gas Fee. The amount of Gas depends on miners' 
workload and is not regulated by the platform.

4)  Authorization: The authorization in the system is made by a wallet address or email address. The 
system allows users to visit certain pages only after passing the required authentication. For example, to Rent 
an NFT on the platform, users must provide their email address, and to Buy and Create NFTs, users must 
connect their wallet. Managing NFTs and collection of NFTs is only allowed to the user who created them.
5)  Storing user data: All users regardless of their roles are stored in the database on the platform. All 
data about a user is filled by himself whenever he wants to do this. However, minting tokens (for creators) or 
purchasing NFTs (for collectors) becomes available after filling out necessary details about them. The IPFS 
network is used for storing and sharing NFTs in a distributed file system.



4.2 STANDARDS AND PROTOCOLS :

Our platform and applications support Ethereum and BSC (Binance Smart Chain) and ERC-20, ERC-721, 
ERC-1155 token standards. 

Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly as programmed 
without any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third-party interference. These apps run on a 
custom-built blockchain, an enormously powerful shared global infrastructure that can move value around and 
represent the ownership of property. 

An ERC20 token: is a standard used for creating and issuing smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. 
Smart contracts can then be used to create a smart property or tokenized assets that people can invest in. ERC 
stands for "Ethereum request for comment," and the ERC20 standard was implemented in 2015.

ERC-721 is a free, open standard that describes how to build nonfungible or unique tokens on the Ethereum 
blockchain. While most tokens are fungible (every token is the same as every other token), ERC721 tokens are 
all unique. Think of them like rare, one-of-a-kind collectables.

ERC-1155 is the first and only Ethereum token standard that allows users to mint both fungible (identical) and 
non-fungible (unique) assets in a single smart contract—enabling the creation of every type of asset, from digital 
currency to tokenized real estate up to gaming items and digital art. 



4.3 SMART CONTRACTS

Smart contracts are self-executing contracts with the terms of the contract between buyer and seller directly 
written into lines of code. They run on the blockchain, so they are stored on a public database and cannot be 
changed. The transactions that happen in a smart contract are processed by the blockchain, which means they 
can be sent automatically without a third party.

We use smart contracts for the minting and listing of NFTs, issuance of Collector Tokens for the clubs and oper-
ate with DeFi. 

4.4 DECENTRALIZED STORAGE IPFS 

IPFS is a file-sharing system that can be leveraged to more efficiently store and share large files. It relies on 
cryptographic hashes that can easily be stored on a blockchain. Nonetheless, IPFS does not permit users to 
share files with selected parties. For connection with metadata, we are using IPFS URI.

A Uniform Resource Identifier, or URI, is used to specify a particular piece of content in a given context. The 
context is determined by the URI scheme (appended to the URI as a prefix, followed by ://). The URI scheme 
for IPFS is simply ipfs.

IPFS URIs are the canonical representation for an IPFS link since the ipfs scheme makes it clear and unambigu-
ous that the CID (uniquely identify a piece of content) refers to content on IPFS and not some other system.

We are using an IPFS URI to link from smart contracts to any external data stored using IPFS, including any 
metadata that describes and contextualizes the token.

IPFS URIs are also the way to link from within a token's metadata to images and other assets stored on IPFS. 



4.6 SECURITY

Transaction Atomicity: For a user's on-chain transaction, the smart contract design guarantees the 
atomicity of transaction settlement, that is, either the transaction conditions are met to complete the settlement 
or the transaction fails, and the user's assets are always kept in the wallet, under the user’s control. 

Audit: The first round of security audits will be done by an external professional security audit team before 
our NFT platform goes live on mainnet, while the launch time will be based on the results of the audit report. 
After the version is released on mainnet, the second round of security audits will be conducted for the contract 
deployed on the mainnet. Before every contract change and upgrade, a third-party security audit will be 
submitted. In addition, we will continue to provide a Bug Bounty and encourage the community to submit 
security risk reports.

Security hardening: Also implemented typical security hardening steps such as employee background 
checks, drive encryption, securing sensitive communication, employee user awareness training, vulnerability 
testing, bug bounty programs, and third-party penetration testing



ROADMAP
This roadmap outlines our vision on how the UNSTITCHED platform will evolve over time and gradually 

excel even further with the contribution of our community.
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PHASE 3

Website 
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Launch Beta 
Custom Wearable 

BuilderDrop Limited 
Edition Materials / Assets

Partnerships 
Metaverse etc.
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Collectors Royalty 

Add Revenue Streams 
for Creators Launch the Genesis 

Unstitched NFT 
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& Marketing 

Activities

Creator NFT 
Marketplace Launch
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Unstitched 
Studio Launch

Unstitched 
collection launch

Launch of Platform 
to rent & wear 
Digital Fashion

Social Communities
Launch

AR Filters
Launch

Brand/Influencer 
Partnerships

Launch of Unstitched
Mobile App 



5.1 PHASE 1

 Launch the platform on a sustainable Blockchain 
where copyright ownership and distribution of royalties 
among all co-creators will be established and guaranteed 
using NFTs, where every garment will have a unique iden-
tifier.

 Launch a Digital wearable NFT collection that is 
sustainable, size inclusive and gender fluid

 Website Launch - Launch an online shop where Users 
can buy NFT’s or Rent photos of them wearing the Digi-
tal items

 Social communities launch- Instagram, Twitter, 
Discord, Pinterest

 Launch an AR filter where users can try on clothes 
virtually



5.2 PHASE 2

 Introduce a Marketplace for creators to launch their 
own Customized Digital NFT Fashion Store

 Enable 3D Artists, fashion designers in creating their 
Digital Fashion Label to launch their own store of Digital 
NFT Wearables on the marketplace

 Partner with Influencers to launch their own Digital 
Wearable Merchandise/NFT’s on the platform & engage 
with their fanbase. 

 Activate Marketing and PR Campaigns for educating 
& spreading awareness on Digital Fashion

What will a Creator be able to do on the platform?

CUSTOMIZE THEIR OWN FASHION STORE:  Creators can design their own store on the 
platform by adding details like a Cover Image, Their own Story, Description of the collection etc
COLLECTION LAUNCH: Creators can launch their wearable NFT collection on their store. These NFT’s 
can be Traded or Rented for Social Media posts, stories, brand campaigns, social awareness campaigns and 
mainly to create your Meta Closet.
EARN REVENUE: Unstitched provides a platform for all creators to launch their NFT digital wearable 
store and maximize their revenues through sale of NFT’s as well as through Renting of their wearables for digi-
tal fitted photos of their collection.

What will a Buyer be able to do on the platform?

Flaunt It:  See what your digital garment looks like on you! Get a picture of yourself fitted in your piece that 
you can share on social media instantly
Try it On: Experience your digital garment into your own space! Interact with your AR Asset in your own 
environment
Flex it: Once you have invested in your NFT it’s time to build out your digital wardrobe and display your 
collection to others in your Meta Closet. You can wear it for Video Calls, Online Events etc
Port it: In future you will be able  to port these assets into Games and dress your Avatar there
Unlock Rewards:  NFTs unlock special benefits, such as 1 to 1 meetings and other rewards

What will a Renter be able to do?
A user can Rent an NFT from the marketplace and get a picture of themself fitted in a garment/item they like. 
This picture can be used to share on social media or be used for commercial use. 
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What will a Buyer be able to do on the platform?
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A user can Rent an NFT from the marketplace and get a picture of themself fitted in a garment/item they like. 
This picture can be used to share on social media or be used for commercial use. 



5.3 PHASE 3

 Launch Beta version of the Custom Wearable Builder. 

 3D artists, designers drop Limited Edition Raw Mate-
rials/Assets for a selected group of Creators to mint, wear 
and trade unique fashion NFTs.

 Initiate partnerships with Utility Metaverse partners 
like Decentraland, Sandbox, Roblox etc

 Add additional revenue streams for Creators such as 
asset sales, creator NFT drops, promotional campaigns 
and many more opportunities that make it a one of kind 
“Creator Community”

Introduce Collectors Royalty where collectors will be able to earn royalties on the wearables they trade as well. 
We believe collector royalties will make collecting a more social activity, incentivize both primary and second-
ary sales, and continue to unleash artistic expression.

Launch the Genesis Unstitched NFT collection for creation of DAO

What will a Creator be able to do on the platform?

NFT COLLECTION LAUNCH: Creators can mint and trade NFT’s of their wearable collection on their 
custom store which can be bought or rented for Social Media posts, stories and the metaverse
EARN REVENUE: Unstitched provides a platform for all creators to launch their digital wearable store and 
maximize their revenues through:
        a) The NFT Sales of their collection
       b) Create multiple assets for the Unstitched builder and add to their income
       b) Renting out their NFT for Custom Fitted Photos
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WE ARE HERE TO DIGITIZE FASHION AND 
MAKE YOU FASHION READY FOR THE SOCIAL 

& VIRTUAL WORLD THAT IS SUSTAINABLE, 
SIZE-INCLUSIVE & GENDER FLUID.

Get ready to experience a 
Paradigm shift in the Fashion Space.

 www.unstitched.io
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